
EXT. ALEX'S CUL-DE-SAC - OUTSIDE ALEX'S HOUSE

October. 5:00AM. The sun is waking up behind ALEX'S HOUSE. 
The morning silence is interrupted as a STATION WAGON pulls 
up to the house. An OLDER GENTLEMAN tosses a stack of 
newspapers on the front porch.

The door opens and we meet ALEX, who looks as if he might be 
sleepwalking. Skater style, bad bleach job, cheap ass 
headphones around his neck. He routinely snaps open the 
papers, fills his pouch, and presses play on his discman. 
Dragging his feet as he goes..

EXT. NEIGHBORING STREET

Alex folds the newspapers and delivers them one by one, some 
land by the door, some don't, he doesn't seem to care.

EXT. NEIGHBORS HOUSE

Alex tosses the paper at a house and it lands on top of the 
roof, Alex seems to about to say "fuck it" but then stops,

EXT. NEIGHBORS HOUSE ROOF

Alex is reaching for the newspaper standing on the trashcan, 
he can almost reach the newspaper, but then notices something 
in the window, HOLY SHIT! It's AMANDA, hottest chick in 
school getting ready for a shower. He can't look away. Amanda 
takes off her shirt, but turns away. Alex moves in for a 
better look, total creeper status. THE FRONT DOOR swings open 
and AMANDA'S DAD catches Alex looking at AMANDA. Alex is 
frozen with embarrassment.

ALEX
Sorry. Morning. Good, thank you.

Alex hustles away falling off the trashcan. Landing on a 
potted plant and cracking it. Amanda's dad sips his coffee, 
looking very pissed.

INT. ALEX HOUSE - KITCHEN - LATER

ALEX futzes with a small VCR/TV COMBO as he pours waaaay to 
much syrup on his EGGO MINI'S. He seems frustrated. The phone 
rings.

ALEX
Hey Mom, did this get the whole 
thing? I think the tape ran out.

(CONTINUED)



The TV pauses, right at the end of a critical match. 
CHARLENE, Alex's Mom, enters, grabs her purse, gives ALEX a 
shrug.

CHARLENE
Not sure. School starts in like 7 
minutes. Here's some lunch money.

She puts 10 bucks on the counter and answers the phone.

CHARLENE (CONT’D)
Hey AMANDA'S DAD.

Alex overhears this. His blood runs cold. He rewinds the tape 
while eavesdropping.

CHARLENE (CONT’D)
Wait, on your roof? Why was he up 
there?

Busted. Alex presses play on the VCR, drowning out his mother 
and his embarrassment. It freezes again in the same spot. 
Charlene hangs up and enters the kitchen.

CHARLENE (CONT’D)
Well?

No response from Alex.

CHARLENE (CONT’D)
Did you hear me?

Alex shakes his head.

CHARLENE (CONT’D)
I don't have time for this, that 
was AMANDA'S DAD saying you broke 
another one of there pots and he 
wants you to replace it.

Alex turns his head back to the TV. Phew. He rewinds the tape 
again.

CHARLENE (CONT’D)
You better get your stuff together 
kiddo. You might wanna pay 
attention a little more to the 
things around you, your 
responsibilities... school, your 
job, your chores. Go pick up your 
towel off the floor and go to 
class. All of them please--

CONTINUED:
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He can't take it anymore.

ALEX
Okay fuck! Damn! You sound like a 
broken record.

Charlene goes to say something else, but instead just leaves. 
The door closes, Alex presses play. The tape starts from the 
beginning of the show.

ANNOUNCER
Ladies and Gentleman, welcome to 
Monday Nitro, we have got a match 
up tonight. NASH v Sting, etc, etc.

EXT. NEWHALL PARK

The tinny sound of Alex's headphones can be faintly heard as 
he skates to school, passing his schoolmates. Couples hold 
hands, two dudes toss a football, nerds look at magic cards. 
He ducks off the path into a nearby willow tree.

INT. WILLOW TREE

THE STONERS. Sunlight trickles in through the leaves 
silhouetting this group of outcasts who get high before 
class. Alex goes up to DAMIEN , a 16 year old who has a bad 
tattoo, plugs in his ear, and a small Mohawk. NOTE - THESE 
ARE A LOT OF THE KIDS IN NUEVA VISTA. BRAD IS HERE.

ALEX
Hey man, sup?

DAMIEN
Not much.

ALEX
Cool.

Alex fishes for a 10 dollar bill in his chain wallet. Mohawk 
hands him a pack of Virginia Slims. Total chick cigarette.

ALEX (CONT’D)
You got anything else?

DAMIEN
Not today, and I don't have any 
change man.

ALEX
All good.

Alex walks out of the tree packing his cigarettes.

CONTINUED: (2)
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INT. ENGLISH CLASS

A teacher rambles to the class at the dry erase board.

TEACHER
One of the easiest ways to write 
about yourself, which you will be 
doing for you senior memoirs at the 
end of the year is to find out who 
you are. To do this you need to 
find out about where you came from. 

We drift off into Alex's world which is in the back row, 
doodling.

TEACHER (CONT’D)
So over the next few weeks you will 
need to find out about your 
lineage. 

Class groans, we reveal that Alex is drawing on a test which 
reads "59% F". He finishes the sentence, using the "F" to 
write "Fuck this shit".

TEACHER (CONT’D)
You only have to go back 3 
generations, if you can't for any 
reason divorce, separation...

The bell rings.

TEACHER (CONT’D)
Just let me know and we can work 
something out.

EXT. PARKING LOT - AFTER SCHOOL

Alex skates through the parking lot. He passes AMANDA, the 
shower chick, as she stands by her Mitsubishi Eclipse, making 
out with one of the stoner kids from earlier.

EXT. ALEX'S BACKYARD - NIGHT

Alex sits on his trampoline smoking. He is going through some 
folders and paperwork. He hears a car pull up in the 
driveway. He scrambles and accidentally puts the cigarette 
out on the trampoline, burning a big hole in it. He throws a 
sweatshirt on it to cover it up and runs to the sliding glass 
door but is stopped by the sight of his Mom and her 
boyfriend, DENNIS. Alex ducks in the shadows and watches.
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INT. ALEX HOUSE - LIVING ROOM

CHARLENE
Just stay for a bit, I think Alex 
is asleep. We could watch Conan.

DENNIS
Ya got me. How is Alex?

CHARLENE
Pretty sure he's good, he blew up 
at me this morning. I think he just 
needs some friends, he is sorta a 
loner.

DENNIS *
He's a teenager.

CHARLENE
Sure.

DENNIS *
Believe it or not I was a pretty 
shy little dude when I was his age.

CHARLENE
Awww, what's the matter? Cute 
little shy guy needs some 
attention?

Just as Alex's mom reaches in to kiss GUY, Alex bursts in the 
sliding glass door, destroying the mood. He walks right by 
them and heads to his room, he drops the some of the *
paperwork on the ground. Charlene picks it up. *

CHARLENE (CONT’D)
Oh! Hey Alex. You're not asleep.

DENNIS *
Wanna watch Conan?

ALEX
I'm good.

The door slams shut.

INT. ALEX'S ROOM

Alex jumps into his bed and puts an old wrestling match to *
drown out his mom. *

(CONTINUED)
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CHARLENE
Alex? Can I talk for a second? 
Alex? What are you doing in these *
files? *

Alex turns up the music on his stereo to drown her out. 

INT. ENGLISH CLASS - NEXT DAY *

Alex is sitting in class staring down at a piece of paper *
that says, "my family" then generation 1, generation 2, and *
generation 3 all left blank. A TEACHER'S AID walks in with a *
note, The teacher takes it and looks at the class.

TEACHER
Alex? Go to the office

Alex looks up puzzled but he grabs all his stuff and goes to 
the office.

INT. OFFICE

Alex opens the door and sees his mother sitting in the chair 
opposite the student COUNSELOR, Alex is very surprised.

COUNSELOR
Hi Alex, Come sit down.

Alex's Mother looks at him, pissed. Alex hesitates for a 
second then he sits down

COUNSELOR (CONT’D)
So Alex how has school been?

Alex looks at him surprised, doesn't know how to answer

COUNSELOR (CONT’D)
OK. Well we have your grades here 
and it looks as if you aren't doing 
well. And there is a possibility *
you won't graduate on time. *

Charlene looks at Alex and tries to give him an excuse. *

CHARLENE
Well, since my husband left a few 
years back, he hasn't quite been 
the same.

ALEX
I'm Fine!

CONTINUED:
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CHARLENE
Hun, it's fine, we are going 
through a rough time.

ALEX
It's not a rough time, I am just 
not good at school, that's it.

He looks at his mom and his mom looks back at him. He shakes 
his head, the counselor looks at his mom.

COUNSELOR
Well, if there is any chance of you *
walking at graduation we have to *
put you in the remedial class in *
Nueva Vista, so after lunch report *
to E-13. *

Alex looks out the window as his mom and the counselor keep 
talking.

INT. NUEVA VISTA

Alex walks into the classroom, he sees all kinds of different 
people. Mostly people that look like bad apples. He sits in 
the back next to somebody who is sleeping, BRAD, who has a 
sweatshirt over his head.

The teacher, MR. HOLGA, a young teacher,mid 30's, black hair, 
band T-shirt on, badly shaven beard and glasses. He looks a 
bit disgruntled. He walks in and moves to the front of the 
class and without saying anything to class. He starts writing 
on the board.

MR. HOLGA
Everybody shut-up. Let's open your 
books to page 28 and who want's to 
start reading?

Without looking behind him he answers himself.

MR. HOLGA (CONT’D)
No one? OK, I will. Everyone pay 
attention, although I know you 
won't so please at least look at 
the cliff notes I do not want to 
fail you guys. Again.

Some of the students open there books, "CATCHER IN THE RYE" 
some don't the guy next to Alex is still sleeping. Mr. Holga 
starts to read, Alex does not have a book, but doesn't dare 
raise his hand.

CONTINUED:
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MR. HOLGA (CONT’D)
It was a very dirty trick, but I 
went over and brought it over to 
him--I didn't have any alternative 
or anything. Then I sat down on his 
cement bed again. Boy, you can't 
imagine how sorry I was getting 
that I'd stopped by to say good-by 
to him.

As Mr Holga is reading Alex starts looking around at people 
that are in his class. He notices the big guy, DAMIEN, who 
sells him the ciggs is in the far right. He sees a girl that 
looks Goth sitting on his lap, MELODY, obviously dating. The 
rest of the kids look unfamiliar to him, most with their 
heads down.

MR HOLGA
He started handling my exam paper 
like it was a turd or something. 
"We studied the Egyptians from 
November 4th to December 2nd," he 
said. "You chose to write about 
them for the optional essay 
question. Would you care to hear 
what you had to say?"

A student walks into the classroom and hands the teacher a 
note.

MR HOLGA (CONT’D)
Alex? You here?

Alex looks at him startled and starts to raise his hand

MR HOLGA (CONT’D)
Great! Everyone this is alex.

Some of the kids turn to look at him. He nods his head at 
them.

MR HOLGA (CONT’D)
Not sure if you want one but there 
are more books in the back. There 
is really only one rule in this 
class and that's shut up when I am 
attempting to teach you guys.

Alex nods his head, Mr Holga goes back to reading. Alex sits 
there and notices that the kid next to him looks as if he is 
convulsing. Alex looks around to see if anyone else is 
noticing, he reaches out and is about to touch the kid. As he 
does the kid jumps and drops his gameboy on the ground.

CONTINUED:
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BRAD
What the fuck?

Everyone in the class turns around and looks at them.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Keep your grimy hands to yourself, 
gaylord.

ALEX
Sorry man I didn't know you were 
playing a game, looked like you...

A marker comes whizzing through the air and hits Alex in the 
heads

MR HOLGA
That's a new record!, One fucking 
rule.

ALEX
Sorry I..I

Alex reaches down pick up the gameboy. He notices it's a 
gameboy game.

MR HOLGA
Alex give me the gameboy.

BRAD
What? Fuck that's mine.

MR HOLGA
Tough Shit

Alex gives Mr. Holga the video game. Alex sits back in his 
seat looks over at Brad. Brad flips him off them puts his 
head down hard on the table. Alex turns and just looks 
forward, and mouths the word "Wow".

INT. ALEX HOUSE

Alex is sitting in the living room watching wrestling, he is 
going through files and folders through his mom's desk. He is 
doing both at 50 percent not paying attention to one 
particular activity. He notices that Wrestlemania is going to 
be near his home town. He starts looking through the files 
again. He hears his mom's car coming up to the house. He 
frantically tries to put everything back in the files but it 
looks a bit messy, the door opens, he sits in the ground 
watching TV.

CONTINUED: (2)
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Alex's Mom walks over and sits down on the chair behind him, 
He notices her but does not turn around.

CHARLENE
You know we are going to have to 
talk about this.

ALEX
About what? That you allowed me to 
be put in the Retard class?

Alex's Mom looks very surprised

CHARLENE
What? Don't blame this on me, 
you're the one who doesn't turn in 
your work. This is not my fault.

ALEX
You could have said no, now I am in 
the class with all the losers.

CHARLENE
Well maybe that's were you need to 
be right now.

ALEX
Oh right you think I am a loser 
too.

CHARLENE
That's not what I meant, I was 
saying you are a loner. You don't 
have many friends.

ALEX
Whatever.

Alex walks out the front door. Alex's Mom looks like she got *
a knife in the heart, she walks up to her desk and looks at 
it, noticing the folders are messy, then she walks away. *

EXT. STREETS *

Alex is walking in the cold smoking a cigarette. He walks to *
the end of the street and sits on a brick wall. He see's a *
stop sign and starts to throw some rocks at it, trying to *
nail it. He sails one over the top of it and hit's a cop car *
in the bushes. Lights come on and the windshield is broken. *

INT. NUEVA VISTA

Mr Holga is talking to the students.

CONTINUED:
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MR HOLGA
OK guys, class project time, I am 
going to be in and out for the next 
week dealing with some family 
issues so you guys get to do an art 
project. Pick anything, doesn't 
matter what; a picture, a painting, 
a short book, a movie, anything 
that tells a story.

Everyone looks around, they all start talking about who they 
want to be with. It's gets very loud in the room.

MR HOLGA (CONT’D)
Jesus Christ! OK here we go this 
row is paired with the person to 
the left, this row with the right. 
Done!

Alex looks to his right and sees it is Brad. He shakes his 
head.

MR HOLGA (CONT’D)
OK I have to go take some phone 
calls outside, please everyone 
discuss what you are doing and 
where you are going to meet to do 
the project.

Mr. Holga leaves, Everyone starts chatting.

ALEX
So what do you want to do?

BRAD
Not be doing this shit.

ALEX
Well we have to do something, where 
do you want to meet?

BRAD
Whatever man.

ALEX
Here this is my address, why don't 
we meet there after school and we 
can chat. It's really close.

Alex hands Brad the piece of paper. Then they both sit there 
staring.

CONTINUED:
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INT. ALEX HOUSE

Alex shows up at his house and Brad is sitting out on the 
porch.

ALEX
Hey.

BRAD
Your late.

ALEX
Had to get some smokes. Want one?

BRAD
nah, don't smoke.

Alex let's them into the house they go in the backyard. They 
sit at a small table near the trampoline. Brad sits at the 
table. They sit across from each other.

ALEX
So you got any ideas?

BRAD
umm... Can you draw?

ALEX
Nope. You?

BRAD
Nope

They both stare at each other again, Brad looks over and sees 
a small wrestling buddy on the trampoline.

BRAD (CONT’D)
You like wrestling?

ALEX
Yea, you?

BRAD
Yea.

ALEX
You know I should go get some paper 
to write down these ideas.

Alex leaves.
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INT. ALEX HOUSE

Alex goes into his room to find paper, he starts muttering to 
himself.

ALEX
Had to be with that guy, shit. This 
is gonna be a fun week. What the 
hell are we gonna do. He hates me.

Alex hears the trampoline springs in the backyard, then he 
hears a crunch noise. He runs outside.

EXT. ALEX HOUSE

Alex runs outside to see Brad getting up out of a crunched 
box with the little wrestling dummy in a choke hold. Brad 
choke slams the wrestler buddy. He pins the wrestler buddy 
then fakes the buddy flips the pin and reverses it.

BRAD
And Hogan reverses the roll up it 
looks like this is it for Brooklyn 
Kong. 1....2....

ALEX
And Lex Blazer is reaching out for 
the tap!

Brad looks over at Alex who is reaching toward him from the 
edge of the trampoline. Brad almost looks as if he is going 
to break character. They stare at each other for a moment. 
Alex is almost pleading with Brad to give him a chance.

ALEX (CONT’D)
Come on man! Tag me!

Brad gets back full into character and pull his hand out and 
they are reaching.

ALEX (CONT’D)
And this could be it, the ref is 
swinging for the number 3! Brooklyn 
Kong is reaching for Lex Blazer 
with everything he has got.

They tag each other

BRAD
And what a turn of events this is 
now a 2 on 1.

(CONTINUED)
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Alex grabs the wrestling buddy and puts him up onto a razors 
edge. Brad jump off the side of the house and DDT's him onto 
the ground.

BRAD (CONT’D)
What an amazing tag team move off 
the top rope, this could be it for 
hogan.

ALEX
Lex blazer picks up hogan signals 
for the finisher. Looks like they 
are going for the double suplex 
onto the table. AKA the career 
ender!

BRAD
The Brooklyn Kong runs over they 
get ready.

Brad and alex look at each other. They both mouth 1-2-3. They 
suplex the wrestling buddy right onto the box. Alex turns 
around and pins the wrestling buddy. Brad immediately turns 
into a ref.

BRAD (CONT’D)
There's the pin, 1-2-3! That's it 
the Brooklyn Kong and Lex Blazer 
are the New International Tag Team 
champions.

They put there hands up in the air. They fall back onto the 
trampoline.

BRAD (CONT’D)
You thinking what I'm thinking?

ALEX
Now we have to defend our belts 
next week?

They laugh

BRAD
Backyard Wrestling show?

They both look at each other and pound the side of their 
fists.

CONTINUED:
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EXT. STREETS

Alex and Brad are skating along the street Stealing things 
they find. Trash Cans, Trash can lids, Crutches, Fluorescent 
lamps.

INT BRADS HOUSE

We go into Brad's house where we see an almost hoarder, 
cluster of a house. Furniture everywhere, old chairs with 
broken arms and ratty padding. Brad walks passed his mom, and 
without stopping says.

BRAD
Hey Mom, this is Alex, we have to 
work on a project we will be in our 
room thanks.

BRAD'S MOM
OK well be quiet your father is 
trying to sleep.

Brad's mom motions over to the couch where alex see's an 
older man sleeping with his belly out.

Alex and Brad go into brads room.

INT BRADS ROOM

Brad's room is a bit cleaner then the rest of the house but 
still messy. He has wrestler posters everywhere. Brad start's 
looking through his closet

BRAD
I think I have a box of costumes in 
here that we can use.

ALEX
Yea cool, We need a belt too!

BRAD
I have one somewhere around here, 
look around

Alex is looking around the room for the best, he starts 
seeing who is Brad's favorite wrestlers, they are all people 
like "The Undertaker" and "Mankind".

ALEX
Where are we gonna get the camera?

Brad stops for a second and looks at Alex

(CONTINUED)
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BRAD
Shit.

INT. DOUG'S ROOM

We see DOUG, a older guy, a bit overweight, glasses, he is 
wearing a knee brace and basketball shorts.

DOUG
What do you need them for?

BRAD
We are doing a Wrestling TV show.

DOUG
Oh really? You two fags?

BRAD
Yea, this is Alex we have to do it 
for school. So can we use it?

DOUG
I don't even work there anymore.

BRAD
What? Why?

DOUG
They caught me making out with one 
of the actresses.

BRAD
The porn stars?

DOUG
They are actresses, ass hole, and 
she was amazing.

Brad looks over at Alex.

BRAD
Doug is an PA for the local porn 
studio.

DOUG
AP, not PA, That's Associate 
Producer Dick brain. And I used to 
work there.

BRAD
So you don't have the camera 
anymore?

CONTINUED:
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DOUG
Fuck yea I do, If they want the 
keys and the cameras they are going 
to have to come get it, and say 
sorry to me.

BRAD
So can we use it?

EXT. BRADS HOUSE - VHS LOOK

Two curtains are very crudely hanging up by the shed.

BRAD
And entering the ring now is the 
publics, favorite.

Brad reaches down and presses play on the boom box

BRAD (CONT’D)
The Champion of America! It is Lex 
Blazer!

Alex comes out wearing red sweats, and a muscle shirts with a 
bandana on his head. He comes out kissing his muscles.

CAMERA CUTS and RESTARTS

ALEX
And now entering the ring. Known to 
some as Death from Above, The black 
shadow, With the finishing move the 
"Brooklyn Typewriter" it is 
"Brooklyn Tommy Gun Kong"

Brad come out with a black mask on, He has a fake axe, and 
black cape, He is wearing leather gloves and an all black 
sweat suit.

CAMERA CUTS

EXT. BRADS HOUSE

They are both standing there, out of character.

BRAD
Great! Got the intro's, now we need 
someone to film the match.

ALEX
We can ask someone at school?

CONTINUED:
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BRAD
I can ask Doug?

ALEX
He seemed weird, did he really make 
out with a porn star?

BRAD
No. Anyway you wanna practice our 
finishing moves?

ALEX
Yea I don't have one right now.

BRAD
We will work on it.

MONATAGE:

Practicing moves. Talking drawing stuff out. Talking about 
characters. Alex hits Brad and brad really fakes he is hurt, 
Alex gets scared, Brad jumps him.

BRAD (CONT’D)
They really hit themselves with 
chairs.

ALEX
No they don't.

BRAD
Swear it, my uncle is a wrestler 
they just do it correctly.

ALEX
Bullshit

BRAD
Swear. Watch, hit me with this.

Brad hands Alex a fold up chair.

ALEX
No I'm Not gonna hit you!

BRAD
Come on if you want it to be 
believable were going to have to do 
the whole thing right, costumes, 
moves, getting hit with shit, and 
then blood too.

CONTINUED:
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ALEX
I don't know

BRAD
Just do it, I will put my hand up 
and then I'll just sell it.

ALEX
Alright

Alex lifts up the chair and holds it up like a baseball bat, 
Right before Alex swings he closes his eyes. Brad's dad comes 
out.

BRAD'S DAD
What the fuck?

Alex swings brad is not paying attention clocks him in the 
eye. Brad falls down and breaks a small statue in the 
backyard. Brad is holding his eye.

BRAD'S DAD (CONT’D)
You gonna fix that? Clean this up

Alex looks down at Brad, who is holding his eye.

ALEX
Nice sell, you look hurt

Brad looks up at Alex, his face is red, and has a bloody 
nose.

ALEX (CONT’D)
shit

Brad runs his hand against his bloody nose looks at it.

BRAD
Shit

He looks at it and smiles

ALEX
Perfect

INT. ALEX HOUSE - MORNING

Alex is eating waffles in the kitchen, Alex's Mom walks out 
and sets a folder down on the table near him.

CHARLENE
Have a great day, See ya tonight

CONTINUED: (2)
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Charlene takes off out the door, Brad is walking in as she is 
leaving.

BRAD
Hi Alex's Mom

Charlene looks at him funny but just leaves, Brad checks her 
out as she leaves. Alex looks over and see's the folder, He 
grabs it off the table and he puts it in his backpack.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Morning Shithead! Damn your mom is 
hot! How the hell did she produce  
you?

ALEX
Shut up, Want that eye to match the 
other?

Alex starts walking out the door.

BRAD
Where ya going?

ALEX
Class?

BRAD
Hell no we aren't, Mr. holga even 
said he will be in and out, plus I 
had Doug call in for us. Perks of 
having an older brother I guess.

ALEX
So what are we doing?

BRAD
Character time!

INT. THRIFT STORE

They are in the Thrift store, trying things on, Brads finds 
cool gloves that have fire on them, he finds black jeans and 
Biker boots. Alex finds some red tights.

They find a bunch of other costumes and are trying them on in 
the dressing rooms coming out and laughing at each other. 
They have a huge pile of stuff that they want so they walk in 
the dressing room and come out obviously with everything on 
underneath there clothes, so they look really fat.

CONTINUED:
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They start to leave and they get outside and the clerk 
notices and starts to come after them, they try to skate, but 
it is hard, and they fall. They finally get away.

INT. CHADS ROOM

They are looking at all the stuff they stole as they are 
putting on there new and improved costumes.

ALEX
Well we got a homeless guy costume 
here.

BRAD
Here we have king crown, maybe like 
Jerry the king Lawyer?

ALEX
Here is a construction guy? Oh and 
I got this it is a leotard, could 
be funny

BRAD
Not it!

ALEX
Yea me neither.

Finally they are fully dressed and ready to wrestle.

ALEX (CONT’D)
You talk to Doug?

BRAD
Yea, I think he will do it but he 
wants to be a character.

ALEX
Fuck, this needs to be us for the 
school project. Tell him if we do 
another one he can be in it.

BRAD
Yea at least he knows how to run 
the camera.

EXT. CHAD'S HOUSE -

DOUG is holding the camera he is wearing a white button up 
shirt with a few crappy drawn on strips, he is looking at the 
camera.

CONTINUED:
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DOUG
How the fuck do you turn this 
shitty thing on. This is nothing 
like the cameras I am used to

ALEX
The "On" button on the side that 
says "On"

DOUG
Don't get smart with me Turd, I'm 
helping you remember, I canceled an 
interview for a dildo model for 
this.

Brad looks at him confused.

BRAD
Alright, Doug so just make sure we 
are in the frame.

ALEX
Did you turn on the other camera?

BRAD
Yea it's rolling

DOUG
OK lets do this

BRAD
This one is going to be fast, we 
are gonna grapple, for a bit, then 
he is gonna knee me then do a DDT, 
Then a 2 leg drops, I am going to 
get him in a lion tamer, Then..

DOUG
Got it!, I know how to announce, 
Fuck go!

BRAD
OK just so you know once he gets me 
in the pre-powerbomb position I am 
going to roll him over with a 
reverse and you are gonna set the 
camera down and tap Alex out. Got 
it?

DOUG
Got it. Go!!!

CONTINUED:
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EXT. BRADS HOUSE - VHS LOOK

FADE IN:

We come in mid-fight, Alex leg drops Brad, then Picks up Brad 
puts him between his legs to do a power bomb, does some 
motions to the crowd.

DOUG
And it looks like Lex is going for 
his finisher, the "Lexington Bliss"

Alex goes to pick up Brad, Brad reverses it and flips him 
over and rolls him up.

DOUG (CONT’D)
And Kong as reversed the Bliss, 
Here comes the Ref, Oh wait it's 
not The Ref, That's James T. King, 
the leader of the Round Table.

The camera gets set down on the ground as Doug rolls in, and 
flips Brad off Alex, Doug gets Brad in Arm bar. Alex looks 
confused but runs over to grab the camera.

ALEX
And it looks like The ki...

DOUG
James T. King

ALEX
James T King has him in a very hard 
arm Bar.

DOUG
The Arm in the Stone

ALEX
Looks like that is his finisher, 
this might be it

BRAD
Doug what the fuck! God damn it 
this hurts.

DOUG
Who is this Doug young peon? I am 
James T King

BRAD
Let go Doug fuck god damn this 
hurts.

(CONTINUED)
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DOUG
Tap out!

Brad taps out, Doug gets up and grabs the Belt.

ALEX
And it looks like James T. King is 
now the new heavyweight Champion of 
the HCW!

DOUG
That is right no one can defeat the 
Round Table! You want it come get 
it.

Doug walks away through the curtain.

FADE OUT:

EXT. BRADS HOUSE

They are all out of character now.

BRAD
What the fuck Doug?

DOUG
You guys were boring, I needed to 
make it a bit more interesting. You 
needed some drama

BRAD
Damn it that hurt man!

ALEX
He is right, that's what wrestling 
is about.

DOUG
Thanks Alex, I like you!

Alex looks at Doug weirdly

BRAD
Fine fuck your in. Now you gotta 
help us, we need to edit it. You 
still got that key?

EXT. LIVID ENTERTAINMENT

They are outside Livid Entertainment, It looks like an old 
run down building, but the light for livid is still a bright 
blue outside.
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BRAD
This is where you worked? It looks 
like a dump

DOUG
Yea it really went to the craper 
since I left?

ALEX
How long have you not been working 
here? Do you think the keys will 
still work?

DOUG
Yea of course they will.

Doug puts the key in the door and tries to turn it, nothing 
happens.

DOUG (CONT’D)
Shit.

BRAD
God Damn it, Doug. I thought you 
said this will work.

They hear something around the corner, they scramble and jump 
into a trashcan

INT. DUMPSTER AT LIVID

Alex raises his hands and lights his lighter in his hand. 
They look around. Doug leans up and has a condom on his head, 
He looks at brad who starts laughing, then over at Alex who 
is laughing but both are covering there mouth. Doug doesn't 
know he has it on his head, He finally notices it and throws 
it at Brad, who tries to dodge it. The hear something 
outside. They stop moving.

They hear the noise get closer to them, then it goes away. 
They all breath a sigh of relief. Brad reaches underneath him 
and grabs a dildo and smiles and throws it at Doug. The 
dumpster lid opens and they are scared, Doug has the dildo in 
his hand and has it propped up like a bat for a weapon.

ERIC
Doug?

DOUG
Eric?

They finally get a look at who it is, ERIC, about the same 
age as Doug but with a big beard, and is wearing coveralls.
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ERIC
If you wanted some dildos I could 
of got you some new ones

DOUG
Dammit Eric. Good to see you!

They climb out of the Dumpster

EXT. OUTSIDE LIVID

All three are coming out of the dumpster

ERIC
What the hell are you guys doing 
here?

DOUG
We need to edit something, I 
thought you got fired anyway?

ERIC
They hired me back as the janitor

DOUG
You guys change the locks?

ERIC
No.

DOUG
My key doesn't work

ERIC
Why did you have a key, you were 
just a PA, let me see it.

Doug looks over at alex and brad to see if they heard that, 
Doug hands over the key.

ERIC (CONT’D)
This isn't a key to here, this 
looks like a bike lock key.

DOUG
Look whatever you gonna let us in?

ERIC
Let me be a part of whatever you 
are editing?

Doug looks over at Alex and Brad, they shrug. Doug puts his 
hand as if "Let's go"

CONTINUED:
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INT. EDITING ROOM

The 4 of them are sitting around the desk watching Eric edit.

DOUG
Eric was one of the editors, till 
they caught him jerkin it in the 
bay

ERIC
Allegedly Jerkin it. I was just 
checking a bump.

DOUG
So we need titles, Music, and maybe 
some sound effects.

ERIC
Let's see what sort of music we 
have.

Eric plays a bunch of different styles of porn music, none of 
them would work.

ALEX
Let's just skip to the edit.

INT. EDITING ROOM - MONTAGE OF EDITING

Brad is out looking through the rest of the building and 
looks in a window and see's some bad ass cameras. He takes a 
mental note of them. He walks back to the editing bay, stops 
right before because he sees Alex looking at a folder in his 
back pack.

INT . EDITING ROOM

Alex is slowly looking through the folder, reading an 
adoption certificate, He notices Brad looking through the 
window and puts it down and sets it down on the table and 
gets back into the editing.

Brad walks in and watches the edit.

DOUG
OK so cut to that other angle from 
the top. Then add the lower third 
title there that the king is the 
new champion.

ERIC
Think I can wrestle in the next 
one?

(CONTINUED)
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ALEX
What next one?

DOUG
Next week, We have to start doing 
this more often.

ALEX
This is just for a school project, 
it's dumb, no one will even watch 
us.

It's silence between them all.

DOUG
I think it's pretty Cool.

EXT. OUTSIDE LIVID

All 4 of them are outside.

ERIC
Well I have to actually get to 
cleaning now, see ya next week.

DOUG
Later man.

Eric hands Alex the tape

ERIC
Here it is man.

Alex goes to take it

ERIC (CONT’D)
I think this is pretty cool too 
man.

ALEX
Thanks man

Eric goes back inside

BRAD
Ready to go Doug?

DOUG
Fuck you turd's, I am going to 
celebrate you are on your own.

Doug runs over to his car, Gets in and jets
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BRAD
What the fuck Doug, God Damn it. 
Were like 2 hours from home.

EXT STREETS

The dimly lit streets of suburbia light the street with an 
orange glow, lighting the way for Alex and Brad. Both are 
jazzed excited about having a project done and ready to be 
shown to the class.

ALEX
You think they are gonna like it?

BRAD
Who gives a fuck? I like it.

ALEX
Yea that's true

Alex see's a trash can by them and picks it up

ALEX (CONT’D)
And Lexington picks up the trash 
can and is gonna lay it down over 
the back of Kong.

Alex pretends to hit Brad over the back but as he does a 
raccoon jumps out of the trash can and freaks them out. Alex 
drops the trash can and they run away.

EXT. ALEX'S ST.

Both stop running and are out of breath but are laughing a 
lot.

BRAD
So what was that folder you had 
today?

ALEX
Nothing

BRAD
Well whatever that nothing was you 
were looking at it pretty intently.

ALEX
Yea

BRAD
Alright whatever loser, I'm out, 
see ya tomorrow.
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Brad turns to leave

ALEX
I'm adopted

Brad turns around and looks at him

BRAD
Makes sense

ALEX
Why?

BRAD
Your mom is way to hot to have 
given birth to you

ALEX
Fuck you

BRAD
You just find out?

ALEX
nah I have always known.

BRAD
So then what's in the folder?

Alex pulls it out of his backpack.

ALEX
My mom left it out, it has my real 
parents info in it.

BRAD
Well what does it say?

ALEX
I dunno, haven't gotten past the 
first page, not sure if I want to 
know.

Brad snatches it out of Alex's hands and starts to look at 
it.

ALEX (CONT’D)
Come on give it back.

BRAD
If you didn't want to know you 
wouldn't have been carrying it 
around.
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Brad flips a few pages.

ALEX
Alright that's enough give it back.

Brad looks at Alex and hands it back.

BRAD
See ya tomorrow Alex.

Alex takes off and goes back to his house.

INT. NUEVA VISTA

Brad and Alex meet outside the Nueva Vista classroom. Alex 
hands Brad the VHS.

ALEX
Ready?

BRAD
Fuck yea.

They walk inside. Other students are showing some of the 
stupidest project, paintings, comics, models, sculptures. 
Then it is Alex's turn. They show the video and watches it 
and is pretty interested in it. Alex and Brad side first bump 
each other. Everyone claps when it is over.

MR. HOLGA
Well... although very amusing I 
find no scholastic merit to the 
project but I'll give you an A 
anyway. Thanks guys

EXT. NUEVA VISTA

Alex and Brad walk outside and see DAMIEN, MELODY from prior, 
and we mete PETE, a a big guy, jock looking, where's a letter 
jacket, and We meet STEVE, a nerdy kid in glasses, these two 
like they never would know about each other in high school.

DAMIEN
We want in

ALEX
In what?

Alex and brad look at each other confused.

DAMIEN
Wrestling
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INT. ALEX HOUSE

Alex and Brad are standing in front of everyone. Damien, 
Melody, Pete, and Steve are sitting on random areas of the 
backyard.

ALEX
OK so do any of you watch 
wrestling?

DAMIEN
Duh, what else is there for us to 
watch.

BRAD
OK, well we need to think of 
characters for all you, you will 
most likely have a few. Also we 
need to have a ring. Start by 
taping some shows on the weekends 
and figure it out as we go...

Doug comes running in, out of breath.

DOUG
What the fuck assholes?

Leans down to catch his breath

DOUG (CONT’D)
Didn't even wait for me?

BRAD
You took for fucking ever, I called 
you 30 minutes ago.

DOUG
I had to run here, full sprint

BRAD
It's less than a mile

DOUG
Fuck you, who are these fucks?

ALEX
This is our new team

DOUG
Nope

ALEX
What?
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DOUG
How do we know they can handle it?

Pete stands up

PETE
I can handle more than this wanna 
go?

DOUG
Oh yea what the hell are you gonna 
do little kid?

Pete advances and Damien stops him. 

DAMIEN
Come on sit down man.

ALEX
It's fine we will teach them, We 
need some help.

BRAD
Remember Doug this is OUR show OK?

DOUG
Fuck you I am the king!

BRAD
Whatever let's do introductions, 
Doug this is Pete, Steve, Damien, 
and Melody.

Doug looks over at Melody, he smiles.

DOUG
Oh I call wrestling her first

ALEX
Melody is Damien's girlfriend

DOUG
We will see! Well, shitheads I am 
James T King the Heavyweight 
champion so bow down. 

No one responds

DOUG (CONT’D)
You got any water Alex and maybe a 
knee splint, my knee went out, old 
football injury, scoring the 
touchdown at state
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Alex points in the kitchen

ALEX
Yea in there, might have a wrap 
under the sink

Doug limps away

BRAD
He never even played Football

DOUG
Fuck you! I Heard that

BRAD
Sorry guys but he is the access to 
the cameras and the editing. By the 
way you guys have anything we may 
want to know about?

Steven slowly raises his hand to ask a question

BRAD (CONT’D)
You don't have to raise your hand 
it was a question just answer

Steve nods

STEVE
My Dad works at the public access 
station. 

Alex and Brad look at each other

PETE
My Dad works construction and I can 
get access to the back warehouse to 
shoot in.

Brad and Alex look at each other and realize they have 
created something bigger than they thought.

INT. WAREHOUSE

All six of them, Damien, Melody, STEVE, PETE, BRAD, ALEX, and 
DOUG walk in with backpacks. They look around, it's perfect. 
Alex gets on overwhelming feeling of excitement of doing 
something with his pathetic life. He runs and jumps on an old 
tractor looking thing in the center of the warehouse.
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ALEX
You guys ready for this? We are 
going to do this right. Let's build 
this ring.

DOUG
Fuck YEA!

They All look at him.

DOUG (CONT’D)
Come on assholes I thought that was 
our Rally Cry? Come on guys Alex do 
it again.

Alex looks at him

DOUG (CONT’D)
I'm Not starting to work unless you 
do it again

ALEX
Fine. Let's build this ring

Again no one else says anything

DOUG
FUCK YEA!!!!!!!

Everyone goes off to start working. Doug is Pissed, Brad 
comes up and pats him on the shoulder.

BRAD
Nice try

DOUG
Fuck you

INT. WAREHOUSE MONTAGE

All of them are stacking tires on top of each other and 
tieing them together, then they are adding plywood to the top 
of it. They lay a grey tarp on top of that. They have made 
the base of the ring. Then they grab some fence poles and use 
ratchets to tie them off to the walls and support the ring 
posts. After a bit they have made a very crude, but workable 
ring. Alex stand in the Center with a spraypaint can, and 
sprays the logo HCW in the center. Looks very crude but 
awesome. Steven and Pete have been adding worklights to above 
the center of the ring. Finally they turn off the lights to 
the ware house and Steve flips the switch on the worklights, 
a light beams down on the ring and they all walk around, 
happy with what they have done.
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ALEX
This will work!

BRAD
This is going to work perfect.

Steve trips on the way into the ring.

DOUG
Get up clutz! I am not tag teaming 
with him.

Mowhawk girl comes into the ring

MELODY
Hey check this out

She opens up a shirt and it look like a ref shirt

BRAD
Holy shit how did you do that?

Melody pulls out 5 dead sharpies. They all smile at her, 
Steve looks at it. Then grabs the shirt. Steve looks up at 
everyone. Alex smiles at him

ALEX
Go ahead.

Steve puts it on.

BRAD
Alright then, well lets meet here 
tomorrow and we can work on the 
entrance and characters.

PETE
My dad says he has a slot open 
every other Thursday at 7:00 
starting Next Thursday

ALEX
OK guys that's a lot of work lets 
get to it, See ya tomorrow.

Everyone disperses. Alex looks at his watch

ALEX (CONT’D)
Oh Fuck I never called my mom.

Alex runs over to the phone and calls her
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ALEX (CONT’D)
Hello?

You can hear yelling on the other end. Alex holds the phone 
away from his head.

ALEX (CONT’D)
Yes mom OK, I am on the way now

More yelling out of the phone

ALEX (CONT’D)
Fuck Jesus Christ you only have to 
tell me once. I am coming home.

Alex slams the phone down

BRAD
Well that went well

ALEX
Fuck

Alex walks past brad into the center of the ring

INT . RING

Alex is walking around the ring admiring the work they had 
done. HE runs and bounces off the ropes and runs into the 
other one.

ALEX
You know this is only the beginning 
right?

BRAD
What do you mean?

Alex starts talking as he is jumping out of the ring leaving 
brad standing in the center.

ALEX
If we are going to compete with the 
big shows we have to get bigger. 
More Cameras, Audience, Hot chicks, 
Fake Blood.

Brad is looking at Alex a bit weird

BRAD
Lets take it one day at a time man. 
Remember this is for fun man.
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Alex is about to walk out of the warehouse.

ALEX
Yea I know. I am just saying this 
is gonna be big.

BRAD
Alex. Wait

Brad runs out of the ring to him and hands him a piece of 
paper.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Look my dad is a cop and he can run 
names and shit. Soo..

ALEX
Soo?

BRAD
Look if you ever want, here is the 
info.

Alex looks at him confused and opens the paper. Alex is quiet 
and leaves.

BRAD (CONT’D)
See ya tomorrow 

EXT. SCHOOL

Alex is walking to school, he looks at the piece of paper 
with the address of his dad on it, he turns around and starts 
walking.

EXT. ROAD

Brad comes running up

BRAD
You know school is the other way

ALEX
Yea

BRAD
Alright, lets do it.

EXT. HALFWAY HOUSE

Alex is staring at the house not doing much of anything.
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BRAD
So... You gonna go see him?

Alex gives a look at Brad

BRAD (CONT’D)
OK. I'll go

Brad walks up to the front door. An older man opens the door, 
He looks very rough, tattoo's on him but also a bit warm. 
Brad finally got a piece of paper from the man and walked 
back to Alex

ALEX
What did you do?

BRAD
Got the phone number for the half 
way house. Told him my brother was 
gonna be there soon.

ALEX
How did he seem?

BRAD
Fine. I wonder if I can get Doug 
arrested? That would be great

Brad handed him the note.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Well if we are gonna be out of 
school we may as well work on the 
project.

INT. ALEX HOUSE

Alex walks in the front door, his MOM is sitting at the 
dinning room table. She looks very distraught

CHARLENE
So...

ALEX
What?

Alex goes to walk away

CHARLENE
Don you walk away from me
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ALEX
Why? Your not my mom? What are you 
gonna do?

Alex's Mom looks taken aback

ALEX (CONT’D)
You fucking lied to me. You said my 
dad was dead.

CHARLENE
What?

ALEX
Yea he's not dead. I went to see 
him today.

CHARLENE
Alex I...

ALEX
Good for you... I know he may be a 
fuck up but at least its fucking 
blood.

Alex runs out of the house with his skateboard, he slams the 
side door.

EXT STREETS

We see Alex skateboard with his headphones on, He is skating 
harder and harder, He ollies a small gap, he does a kickflip, 
he skating super hard. He comes up to a set of stairs. HE 
stops before it, then turns around and skates up to it and 
tries to ollie them, he eats it hard breaking his skateboard 
and scraping his arm.

He throws his skateboard then sits on the ground, blood is 
dripping off his elbow, his head is buried in his arms, he 
looks up..

EXT PAYPHONE

Alex walks up to the payphone, and dials a number it starts 
to ring, he hangs up. He reaches in his pocket and pulls out 
the number Brad gave him. He dials the number.

JAY
Hello?

Alex doesn't say anything
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JAY (CONT’D)
Hello? Anyone there?

Alex pauses for a bit longer

ALEX
Hi.

JAY
Hello, who is this?

ALEX
Hey Dad, it's Alex

EXT. DAD'S HOUSE

Alex walks up and stands at the door, he puts his hand up to 
know pauses for a moment, then knocks. Hid dad comes to the 
door, they don't say anything. His dad hugs him, then Alex 
goes in the house.

INT. DAD'S HOUSE

Alex is sitting at his dining room table. His dad pours 
himself a drink of scotch.

JAY
I'm not really supposed to be 
drinking cause of probation but 
hell this is cause for celebration.

Alex looks at him and smiles a bit

JAY (CONT’D)
Hell, you want one? How old are 
you?

ALEX
um 16.

JAY
Yea I was already getting drunk by 
here you go.

Alex pours his son a very stiff Drink. Alex's dad puts up the 
drink for a cheers. Alex grabs his drink and cheers his dad. 
Alex smiles and takes a sip, he makes a very disgusted face.

JAY (CONT’D)
yup, That will put some hair on 
your chest.

They smile at each other and sit back in the chair.
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JAY (CONT’D)
Never thought I'd be doing this

ALEX
Why were you in jail?

Alex's dad looks at him surprised

JAY
Wow. OK just jumping into it.

Alex puts his drink down.

JAY (CONT’D)
You know before we do that, let me 
show you something.

Alex's dad goes into his room, alex pours himself another 
drink. Alex's dad comes back in the room holding a folder. He 
gives the folder to Alex. Alex's dad sits down and pours 
another drink.

JAY (CONT’D)
That is all the stuff aside from my 
wallet that I had with me when they 
put me away.

Alex empties the folder there are just two photos in it. Alex 
looks at it. It is a photo of Alex at 2 years old and a photo 
of a woman with a baby.

JAY (CONT’D)
That's your mom.

Alex looks up at alex's dad

JAY (CONT’D)
Have you never seen a photo of her?

Alex shakes his head

JAY (CONT’D)
Well keep it. I have another 
somewhere.

ALEX
Where is she?

Alex rubs the photo in his hands, brushes the woman's face
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JAY
Corner of Glen and park, you know 
she visited me a week before she 
died.

Alex looks up at his dad, obviously not knowing his mother 
had died.

JAY (CONT’D)
And you didn't know she died did 
you?

ALEX
How?

JAY
Cancer, lung cancer. She talked 
about you every time she saw me.

Alex is confused a bit

JAY (CONT’D)
She would have your aunt drop her 
off at the end of your street as a 
kid and watch you play basketball.

Alex is having trouble taking it all in.

ALEX
Why didn't she come see me ever?

JAY
She couldn't, Alex your mom was a 
good woman but she had her 
problems.

ALEX
Why where you in jail

Alex's dad looks at him, defeated.

JAY
Murder. I killed a guy with my 
truck while I was high

ALEX
On?

JAY
Meth

ALEX
Did mom do meth?
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Alex's dad nods his head. Alex just sits there.

ALEX (CONT’D)
She still could've come seen me.

JAY
No Alex she couldn't, Mrs. Sellars 
wouldn't allow it unless she was 
clean.

Alex looks up at his dad, obviously pissed. He gets up grabs 
the bottle of booze and runs out of the house. Alex's dad 
runs after him,

JAY (CONT’D)
Alex, she had to, your mother was 
sick.

Alex runs down the street.

EXT. GRAVEYARD

Alex walks up to the graveyard looks at the sign Park and 
Glen. He takes a swig from the bottle. We walks into the 
graveyard, He walks up and down the isles looking for his 
mom. Brad walks up from across the cemetery.

BRAD
Hey!

ALEX
What? What the hell are you doing 
here?

BRAD
Your mom said you left all pissed 
so I went to your dads and saw you 
run here.

ALEX
I want to find my Mom.

BRAD
Want some help?

ALEX
Did you know?

BRAD
Let me help you out
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INT CEMETARY

Alex and Brad are walking Alex takes a swig, not making a 
face.

BRAD
Is that getting heavy?

ALEX
Here

Brad takes a swig

BRAD
Holy shit this takes like rhino 
ass, how do they drink this crap

ALEX
Drink some more, eventually it 
tastes like water.

Brad takes another swig.

BRAD
So how was he?

ALEX
Fine, would make a horrible dad. He 
is the one that gave me the booze

BRAD
Eh cut him some slack, he has never 
been a dad before

ALEX
Maybe someone's daddy? He WAS in 
jail.

BRAD
um.. Bad joke

ALEX
Fuck it.

They walk for a second

ALEX (CONT’D)
Did you know?

BRAD
Yea
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ALEX
OK. Thanks.

BRAD
Figured you would want to hear it 
from him.

ALEX
Fuck

BRAD
What? I barely knew you at the time 
I found out.

ALEX
No, here it is.

They look down at the tombstone.

BRAD
Shit

ALEX
Shit

BRAD
What know?

ALEX
Let's go wrestle.

Alex leans over and pukes on the grave.

BRAD
Sorry Mrs.. Alex's Biomom.

INT. ALEX'S BEDROOM

Alex gets up and looks like shit, he is really hungover. He 
gets up and walks out to the kitchen.

INT. ALEX'S KIITHEN

Alex slowly walks to the counter, he see's a note on the 
table. He reads it. 

"Alex, seems like I can't say anything correct, but just know 
I love you and I am sorry. Be back soon"

As Alex finishes reading that there is loud noise outside of 
a neighbor using a chainsaw. It sounds so loud to Alex, he 
falls down holding his head.
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INT. WRESTLING TAPING

Alex walks into the warehouse and everyone is already there, 
they are arguing about something.

DOUG
You know what? I was in this first, 
so Pete you can go ahead and walk 
your ass out of here.

PETE
This is my Dad's Warehouse

Pete and Doug are going at it, arguing with each other in the 
ring.

DOUG
I'm older I'm cooler and when I say 
that we need to finish a match you 
have to listen to me. 

They grapple each other. Alex walks up to brad and holds his 
head looking at them going at it.

BRAD
How's the head?

ALEX
Please stop yelling

Brad smiles at Alex

ALEX (CONT’D)
What are they doing?

BRAD
They have been going at it all day

MELODY
Guys come on let's just practice 
the match.

DOUG AND PETE
Shut up

Melody takes a step back

DAMIEN
Hey don't talk to my girl like that

DOUG
Shut up Damien with your gay ass 
mohawk
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Damien walks in the ring toward Pete and Doug they start 
grappling.

BRAD
God dammit

Brad and Alex get in the ring and split everyone apart

ALEX
Come on guys, let's go, everyone 
take a corner.

Damien and Melody go into a corner, Doug goes to a different 
one, Pete in one, and Steven in another. Alex and brad are 
standing in the center.

BRAD
You want to take this?

Alex looks at Brad like he doesn't want to but he shakes off 
his head and looks at everyone.

ALEX
Doug Why do you like wrestling?

DOUG
The Chicks duh?

Alex looks at him a bit more

DOUG (CONT’D)
What?

ALEX
Fine Pete why do you like it?

PETE
I dunno, It's fun.

ALEX
OK. Damien?

DAMIEN
Yea it's fun I guess, something to 
do?

ALEX
Alright so we all have our reasons. 
I think there is another reason 
too. I Think we... I KNOW we all 
like wrestling because it takes me 
away from our shitty lives.
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DOUG
Fuck you. My life's the tits.

ALEX
Sure Doug.

Alex shakes his head to get out the hangover.

ALEX (CONT’D)
The day my dad left my mom, it was 
during a wrestlmania where hulk was 
fighting sting. I was so pissed at 
him for leaving my mom and me I 
didn't know what to do. So I turned 
on the match and just slipped away. 
See wrestling isn't about being 
fun, or something to do, or eve 
chicks. It's about us Vs. Them, us 
saying that we aren't going to let 
them bring us down. Our parents can 
do whatever shit they want but and 
make us mad but we will always have 
wrestling, and each other to bounce 
back. So I know we have our 
differences but fuck can we get it 
together?

They all look at each other.

DOUG
But the chicks are hot right?

They all bust up laughing. 

ALEX
Now for fuck sake I need to get a 
breakfast burrito.

INT. MONTAGE

Wrestling montage, of everyone working together. 

ALEX
Good job everyone, see ya all at 
school.

Everyone is walking away.

BRAD
Nice speech today, seemed to work.
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ALEX
Hope so, need to keep them together 
at least, while I totally fall 
apart.

EXT. WAREHOUSE

Alex and Brad walk outside as Pete locks up the warehouse.

PETE
Later guys

ALEX
See ya.

BRAD
How is everything going?

ALEX
Shitty, mom's is being a bitch. God 
damn life can suck sometimes.

Brad hops off the Dumpster. He looks up in the sky. He yells.

BRAD
FUUUUCCCCKKKKK YYYOOOUUU

Alex looks at him but can't help but smile

ALEX
What the fuck are you doing

BRAD
What I can do, Come on.

ALEX
Fuck you.

BRAD
Alex we can't control the fact that 
our parent are shit heads, we can't 
control that your mom is dead. We 
only have a few things we CAN 
control. Like our wrestling 
matches, which means no more 
punching out our friends. And we 
can express ourselves. FUUUCCKKK 
YYOOOUUU LIIIFEEE!

Alex smiles and hopes off
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ALEX
Fuck you life

BRAD
Wow! What a pussy

ALEX
Fine. FFFUUCKK YYYOOOUUU!!

BRAD
There better?

ALEX
Yea

BRAD
FUCK ASS SHIT PUSSY THIS SHIT SUCKS
ASSSSSS!!!!!

ALEX
FUCK YOU, GOD DAMN IT LIFE. IT'S 
NOT FAIR YOU FUCKING ASS HOLE

They are both screaming and yelling together looking up.

ALEX (CONT’D)
FUCK YOU MOM!!!!

They both end. Alex smiles.

STRANGER/NEIGHBOR
Shut the hell up, or I'm going to 
call the cops.

Alex and Brad look at each other and run away.

ALEX
Well maybe we still can't control 
expressions either

BRAD
Fuck it

Looks back and yells

BRAD (CONT’D)
fuck you call the cops you pussy

They run around the corner.

EXT. SCHOOL

Alex and Brad walking just out of school.
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ALEX
You think anyone's gonna watch it?

BRAD
Let's just say I got a feeling

They round the corner to see the school plastered in posters 
talking about HCW. Alex stops in his tracks and looks at 
Brad, Brad points around the corner, and it's Mohawk and the 
crew putting up the signs. 

ALEX
Yea I guess some people may see it.

Brad puts his arm around Alex and pretends to get him in an 
arm bar, they fake fight as they walk off into school.

ALEX'S DADS HOUSE

Alex walks up to the house and nervously knocks on the door. 
His father comes to the door.

JAY
Hey come in. 

ALEX
I can't I got to get home but I 
wanted to give you this. 

He hands his dad a poster of the HCW

JAY
What is this?

ALEX
This is the show I have been 
working on and I wanted to know if 
you can watch it.

Alex's Dad looks at him, then at the poster.

JAY
Sure absolutely

Alex smiles at his dad and starts to walk off.

ALEX
Thanks dad, I'll come by tomorrow.

ALEX HOUSE

Alex walks in the door
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ALEX
Hey Mom I am home, I gotta go meet 
up with the guys

Alex hears nothing

ALEX (CONT’D)
OK? Well I am leaving

Alex still hears nothing, he turns to leave out the door.

CHARLENE
Your not going anywhere

Alex's mom is sitting in silence in the front room, Her voice 
startled Alex, then he noticed that she is holding the two 
photos that his father had given him. 

ALEX
Shit you scared the fuck at me

CHARLENE
Watch your mouth.

They look at each other for a bit, she stands up and walks 
towards him

CHARLENE (CONT’D)
So when did you find him

ALEX
A week ago.

CHARLENE
What did he tell you

ALEX
Enough

Alex has blown off a ton of steam by now and has not been 
thinking about how his mom lied about his mom dying. But now 
she is reminding him about it and he is starting to get 
pissed.

ALEX (CONT’D)
Look can we talk about this later?

CHARLENE
Let's chat about it now

ALEX
Fine, Why the fuck did you lie to 
me?
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CHARLENE
Watch your mouth

They look at each other in silence

CHARLENE (CONT’D)
I am your mother and I have to make 
tough choices, that was one of 
them, so respect it. 

ALEX
Fine, Whatever can I go now

CHARLENE
Yea, but don't go see him again

ALEX
What? You can't tell me to not go 
see my dad.

CHARLENE
Don't you see he is not good for 
you. He is a bad man.

ALEX
You don't even know him, you just 
read some shit on a paper

CHARLENE
WATCH YOUR MOUTH

Alex's Mom is about to crack, she is so close to crying, and 
she doesn't know how to handle this. Alex just backs off and 
walks out the door. When the door shuts Alex's Mom breaks and 
starts bawling,

INT. WAREHOUSE

Everyone is sitting in the ring, They have brought in a TV, 
to watch the event on live TV. Alex walks in.

ALEX
What's going on?

BRAD
We're gonna watch the show in a few 
hours

ALEX
OK? But that is in a few hours, 
let's practice, we got to make this 
next show awesome
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DAMIEN
Wait? Can't we just enjoy the show?

MELODY
Yea we worked hard, let's chill

Alex looks at them all, he unplugs the TV and pushes it away. 
Brad stares at him. Everyone else turns away.

BRAD
What are you doing?

ALEX
If we want to be the best, we have 
to practice. 

Brad puts is hand on Alex's Shoulder

BRAD
This is supposed to be fun, relax.

ALEX
No this is supposed to be great.

Alex knocks Brad's Arm off.

ALEX (CONT’D)
Alright everyone suit up into your 
match 1 and 2 of next Week. 

DOUG
Hey come one man, we have never 
been on TV.

STEVE
Yea it will be fun

DOUG
Yea I am gonna get so much poon 
tang after this airs

Alex boils over with rage at his family life.

ALEX
NO YOU WANT, YOU LYING PIECE OF 
SHIT! YOU ARE JUST A GIANT KID THAT 
WILL NEVER GET OUT OF HIS OWN 
DELUSIONS.

Everyone stares at him confused on why he blew up. Doug walks 
up and sniffles a bit
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DOUG
That hurt man

ALEX
Look if we want this to become a 
thing and be the best at it we need 
to practice, let's go

Brad stares at him, pissed

BRAD
You heard the man, suit up.

INT. WAREHOUSE - THE RING

They are doing some of the matches STEVE and PETE are 
fighting in the lightweight championship match. They are 
doing cool stuff like hurricanradas, Brad is refing. Alex 
stops the event.

ALEX
Pete go to the top rope

Steve and Pete look at other

ALEX (CONT’D)
Look man don't be a pussy your 
finisher needs to be from the top 
rope, every lightweight guy does 
something from there.

Pete and Steve look at each other, Pete goes to the top and 
does a frog splash, They keep wrestling, at the end they stop 
and get out of the ring

ALEX (CONT’D)
Better

Mohawk is fighting Brad, in a hard-core match, they are using 
everything, Alex stops the match

ALEX (CONT’D)
On the day you need to go through 
the table, and those hits need to 
look more convincing.

BRAD
Should we score the table?

ALEX
No way, just drop him through.
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They finish the match and it is Alex Vs. Brad in the final 
match. They get ready to wrestle, Mowhawk is refing.

MOWHAWK GIRL
Hey guys 5 minutes to the show

Brad starts to take off his gear to watch

ALEX
What the fuck are you doing?

BRAD
Watching our show

ALEX
Finish our match and we will watch

Brad walks up close to Alex and talks so the rest of the 
people can't hear.

BRAD
What are you doing? This isn't a 
concentration camp, again this is 
FUN, you need to remember this, we 
all worked hard on this, let's 
enjoy it. OK?

Brad steps away from alex

ALEX
Yea.

Brad starts to walk out of the ring

ALEX (CONT’D)
After this match

Brad stops, puts on his gear, looks at Alex. Shakes his head.

BRAD
Fine let's do this.

They end up having a very passionate almost real fight. They 
are both pissed. Alex grabs a chair and hits Brad in the 
back. Brad looks up at Alex and smiles. He grabs him and does 
a legit suplex on him. Brad picks up Alex and throws him into 
the corner.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Do you like that? You want it to be 
real. You want this to be the best. 
Let's do it asshole.
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ALEX
You think that was real, wasn't 
near what I want.

Alex runs at Brad, but brad reverses it and then does a 
bulldog into the folded chair, Alex gets a bloody nose. He 
stands up a bit dazed

ALEX (CONT’D)
That's what I am talking about. If 
we're gonna do this right let's do 
it real blood none of this fake 
shit.

Alex chokes back some of his blood and spits it up in the 
air. He looks over at the rest of the guys staring at him in 
horror, Brad is looking at him too?

ALEX (CONT’D)
You don't like it? This is real? 
This is life. 

BRAD
I think we are done.

Brad walks out of the ring and the rest of them start taking 
off there gear, still looking up at alex. Alex looks over at 
a window and see's himself in the reflection. He see's how 
disgusting he looks. He freaks out and gets out of the ring 
and leaves the warehouse. 

ALEX HOUSE

Alex bursts in the door, he has blood all on his face. He has 
is skateboard in tote and a jacket. He goes to the kitchen 
and starts to wash off his face. His mom comes in from behind 
him. She is crying.

CHARLENE
I'm Sorry

Alex tries to wipe off his face faster so she doesn't see it.

CHARLENE (CONT’D)
I saw him

Alex turns around clean, looks at her, She looks like she has 
been crying for a while.

ALEX
What?
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CHARLENE
I went and saw your father, I found 
the address.

ALEX
What did you do?

CHARLENE
Well things got a bit heated

ALEX
What happened?

She doesn't answer him, alex walks toward her, right in her 
face

ALEX (CONT’D)
WHAT HAPPENED

She burst out in tears, 

CHARLENE
He wouldn't listen and then we 
yelled and..

ALEX
And..?

There is a pause while she is looking at him, she mouths "I'm 
Sorry"

CHARLENE
The Cops came. They took him away

Alex looks at her, walks toward her, she flinches a bit, and 
he walks past her, grabs his skateboard, and takes off out 
the door. Alex's Mom walks over to the sink to see him leave, 
and looks down and see's all the blood.

ALEX'S DADS HOUSE

Alex skates up to the house and knocks on the door, He 
continues to knock abut nothing happens, He keeps knocking 
and no one comes to the door. He slides down the wall and 
looks at the photos. He gets up and skates off.

INT ALEX DAD'S HOUSE

Alex's Dad is sitting in his chair by the door, drinking some 
scotch, There is a suitcase packed on the bed.
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EXT. SCHOOL ROOF

Alex climbs the roof of the school and finds a place to sit, 
he smokes cigarettes, he just keeps lighting them up.

INT. SCHOOL ROOF

The light peaks in through his eyes, he looks up, There is a 
janitor staring at him. 

JANITOR
Thought you were dead

Alex gets up slowly

JANITOR (CONT’D)
Don't have a home?

ALEX
Home? Um.. A not really

JANITOR
That's unfortunate, everyone needs 
a home, especially when shit goes 
bad.

ALEX
Yea, listen your not going to say 
anything are you?

JANITOR
Didn't see anything worth saying 
anything about

ALEX
Thanks

Alex starts to leave and he still has his bloody shirt on.

JANITOR
Ya know I think there are some 
clothes that will fit you in the 
lost and found.

ALEX
Thanks.

WILLOW TREE

Alex is putting on some clothes he found in the lost and 
found, he hears some people walking by, 
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PERSON
Did you see it last night? The Main 
Event was awesome 

PERSON #2
Yea they are really good

Alex smiles, Then brad startles him from behind

BRAD
You hear? Everyone is talking about 
it.

Alex looks at brad. Brad looks at alex who is wearing a 
school Sweatshirt.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Nice digs? 

ALEX
Lost and found

BRAD
Cool

ALEX
Look Brad about last night. I 
really...

BRAD
Yea fuck you, you're an asshole

Aex stops talking and is a bit startled, Brad smiles.

ALEX
We good?

BRAD
Of course, you got some shit going 
on. It happens.

ALEX
Where is the crew?

BRAD
I talked to em too, we are all 
good, let's go enjoy this fame.

They are about to leave.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Oh fuck I almost forgot about it
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Brad stops and reaches in his bag, he pulls out a T-shirt, 
holds it up it says HCW. 

BRAD (CONT’D)
Doug made them

He flips the shirt around, it reads "home of the amazing 
King"

ALEX
Of course

INT WAREHOUSE

After school they are all at the warehouse kicking it talking 
about how the people loved it.

DOUG
I had a girl at Ralph's recognize 
me. I think she wanted to do me.

DAMIEN
Bullshit!

STEVE
No some Senior I had never met said 
she thought Shawn justice was hot.

They are all stoked, Alex is sitting in the corner with a 
grin on his face. Brad comes walking in.

BRAD
Hey you guys wanna do something 
tonight?

They all shrug at him

BRAD (CONT’D)
We all just got invited to Amanda's 
party

DAMIEN
She's a senior

BRAD
Yea

They all look at Alex expecting him to say they can't go and 
they have to practice.
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ALEX
I think my mom has a handle of rum 
in the liquor cabinet.

They all smile, and get up

DOUG
Fuck yea I am gonna fuck a high 
schooler. There 18 right?

INT. AMANDA'S PARTY

Brad, Alex, Doug, Damien, Melody, Steve, and Pete Show up to 
the door, Amanda opens it up.

AMANDA
Well... well... looks like the 
entertainment is here. Come on in.

They all look at each other for brief moment and then go in.

BRAD
I think she is just drunk let's go.

They enter Amanda hands Alex a beer and he grabs it, she 
gives him a hug, Alex is a bit started but loves it.

INT. AMANDAS PARTY  - MONTAGE

Pete goes and hangs with some football jocks and is getting 
love for the show. 

Steve is doings shots off girls stomach in the kitchen loving 
it.

Damien and Melody are making out on the couch chugging beers 
on breaths.

Doug is standing on the dining room table telling a story 
about how he made a touchdown in high school, everyone love 
it.

EXT. BACK PORCH

Alex and Brad are leaning against the top porch railing 
drinking beers.

ALEX
Not gonna lie, this is pretty 
fucking awesome

BRAD
Yea it is. Cheers man
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They cheers 

BRAD (CONT’D)
So you gonna invite the dad to the 
next show?

The music gets turned up real loud.

ALEX
I don't wanna talk about it

BRAD
What?

ALEX
I said I don't wanna talk about it! 
CHUG

They both Chug there beer.

ALEX (CONT’D)
WE ARE THE KINGS!

The music cuts out mid yell and he is screaming KINGS! He 
covers his mouth a bit embarrassed

Amanda get's on the mic

AMANDA
Hello everyone! Thanks for coming! 
Now I know I am a bit drunk so I 
will make this quick. 

DOUG
Take it off

People laugh

AMANDA
I want to invite up to the mic, The 
new stars of Clayton Valley Brad 
and Alex!

People cheer as they walk up. People hand them beers. They 
are smiling

AMANDA (CONT’D)
Alright well guys the time is now 
for you to put your money where 
your mouth is. It time for the 
wrestling match you promised us.
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Alex looks at her confused, then looks at Brad he smiling 
like he knew they would have to do this. Brad starts taking 
off his sweatshirt getting ready. Alex looks out at the 
chanting crowd. Alex takes the mic from Amanda.

ALEX
You wanna see a match?

Everyone cheers.

ALEX (CONT’D)
Alright I'll give you a match! But 
first what are we fighting for. 

Alex looks at Amanda

ALEX (CONT’D)
Every great match needs to be 
fighting for a belt!

Amanda smiles at him, and takes off her belt holds it in the 
air. 

ALEX (CONT’D)
That'll do!

Alex takes off his shirt and is shirtless. Steve runs in and 
is going to ref the match. Other people take the couches out 
of the way and make a circle. Alex walks up to Brad and he is 
about to say something to brad.

BRAD
Yea I know, you win!

ALEX
Thanks I'll get you next time

BRAD
Yea well there better be a next 
time, let's give them a show

Doug grabs the mic and announces with Pete. Damien and Melody 
are still making out.

DOUG
I would like to welcome to the ring 
the very man of the men, Lexington 
Blazer!

Alex walks in, he is sweating and pretty ripped. People are 
cheering for him he smiles at Amanda who smiles back
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DOUG (CONT’D)
And now The gangster himself 
Brooklyn Kong

Brad walks in other people are cheering for him. They are 
both loving it.

STEVE
Let's have a clean match

They start wrestling, a bit of grappling, Then Alex gets brad 
into an Arm bar that Brad flips out of and supplex's Brad 
onto the ground. They are both acting hurt. They get up 
slowly then Brad grabs Alex and throws him into the ropes 
which is Amanda. He pauses there for a second.

ALEX
You gonna give me that belt in your 
room?

Alex runs into Brad you clothes lines him who flips around 
and lands on the ground. Brad hops on top for a pin, Alex 
flips him off and gets up.

Someone hands Alex a folded chair He runs forward and hits 
Brad in the head, actually busts his head. Alex gets on top 
of him to get him in a headlock

ALEX (CONT’D)
You okay?

BRAD
Keep going

Alex has brad in a headlock Brad is bleeding a bunch, Finally 
Brad slips it and then missile kicks Alex, Gets onto the 
Dining table and does a jumping hurricanerada onto Alex who 
lands on the ground hard and busts his nose. 

Brad gets alex into the hold to do a tombstone piledriver, 
but Alex reverses it and is going to do a powerbomb, 1-2-3 
Alex picks up brad and powerbombs him. It's over, everyone is 
cheering. Steve holds Alex's Hand in the air, then Brad gets 
up and holds Alex's hand up too. They love every second of 
it.

INT. AMANDAS ROOM

Amanda Drags Alex in, she sets him down on the bed. She 
states looking at his nose.

AMANDA
Does it hurt?
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ALEX
A bit

She starts to clean Alex off, then when most of the blood is 
gone she leans down and kisses him. They start making out.

Someone bursts in.

PARTYGOER
AMANDA, COPS ARE HERE, COME ON

Alex goes to run with her

AMANDA
The window go

Alex goes to leave, she gives him one last kiss. He reaches 
down and grabs her belt which whips through the loops, she 
looks shocked.

ALEX
Won it fair and square

Alex smiles and leaves.

EXT. AMANDAS HOUSE

Alex runs away and see's Amanda's Dad in the front yard 
watching kids leave his house, he sees Alex. Alex looks at 
him.

ALEX
Sorry

Alex's dad just shakes his head

EXT. STREETS

Alex is walking down the street, when Brad runs up to him 
scaring him.

ALEX
Glad you got away

BRAD
Hells yea, sneaky as shit, 

Alex looks at him

BRAD (CONT’D)
Woke up passed out on the other 
side of the fence already, started 
running.
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They laugh a bit

ALEX
How bad is it?

Gesturing to his head

BRAD
Fine, hit the eyebrow, lotta blood 
little cut.

ALEX
How is Doug?

BRAD
Not sure I saw him on the roof 
naked, I hope he got away.

They both take breath, ALEX YELLS

ALEX
TODAY WAS THE BEST DAY EVER!!!!!

Brad a bit taken aback joins in,

BRAD
LIFE FUCKING RULES

ALEX
FUCK YEA!!!!

Doug hops out of the tree's naked with a bush around his 
dick, both jump scared

DOUG
Do you have the keys to the house?

BRAD
Yea

DOUG
Give them to me I gotta go the cops 
are after me

Brad and Alex look around

BRAD
No they aren't

DOUG
GOD damn it Brad if you don't give 
me those fucking keys or I will 
murder you!
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BRAD
Jesus OK

Doug looks at the keys has no where to put them, 

DOUG
My mouth

Brad puts them in his mouth and Doug takes of running, 
immediately dropping the bush. Alex and brad both Shake their 
heads.

ALEX
He is your brother

BRAD
Yea maybe he is adopted like you

ALEX
Fuck you

They start walking down the street and see cop cars going 
toward Alex's house, Alex looks at brad confused. They both 
take off running

EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE

Alex and brad running down the street to his house. There are 
cops surrounding the house, as he gets up closer her Jay 
coming out of the house in handcuffs. Jay looks at Alex, Alex 
runs up to him.

ALEX
What happened?

COP
He violated his parole

ALEX
No he didn't, What? 

JAY
Alex it's fine go to you mother

ALEX
No what where is he going? How 
long?

COP
You can follow me down to the 
station if you'd like know, Please 
step back son
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BRAD
Come on Alex let's go.

Alex fights back has brad pulls him away, he turns and sees 
his mom, He immediately gets pissed.

ALEX
What did you do?

CHARLENE
Nothing he came here drunk and I 
didn't know what to do...

ALEX
Couldn't handle him having a 
relationship with his own son?

CHARLENE
No that's not it!

Alex storms off, brad follows him, His mother sits down on 
the steps, Cops are still swarming the area.

EXT. SCHOOL ROOF

Alex and Brad hop up to the top of the school, both are still 
a bit bloody, Alex still doesn't have a shirt on. They find a 
little corner to sit and both light up a cigarette.

BRAD
Well... That was unfortunate

Alex looks at him pissed

BRAD (CONT’D)
Sorry I never know what to say in 
the situations.

Alex laughs a bit

ALEX
What the fuck is happening?

BRAD
What do you mean?

ALEX
Well 2 weeks ago, I was  a loner 
without a dad, and living a regular 
life. And now lost my new found 
dad, sorta popular, hate my mom, 
and sitting up here with you!
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BRAD
See, not much changed

They both laugh

ALEX
You should get home, I'll be fine 
up here

BRAD
What leave you in the your moment 
of craziness, I'm sticking with you 
I don't wanna come to school 
tomorrow and see you hanging from a 
tree.

ALEX
I am not gonna kill myself

BRAD
Well like ya said I didn't know ya 
2 weeks ago, so maybe I don't know 
ya that well.

Alex blows out a puff of smoke

ALEX
Fuck

BRAD
Fuck. What now?

ALEX
Do the next show

BRAD
You sure?

ALEX
That's about all I am sure about.

BRAD
Alright let's do it, I mean the 
crowd loved it tonight

ALEX
Yea that was pretty rad, Oh yea 
thanks, Got the belt. Can't wait to 
wrestle for it again.

BRAD
Let's invite people to the next 
taping
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Alex looks at Brad.

ALEX
Yea

Alex leans back and closes his eyes.

EXT. SCHOOL ROOF - MORNING

Alex opens his eyes and he has a blanket on him, Brad is not 
near him, He stands up groggy.

JANITOR
Asprin?

ALEX
Yea

Janitor hands Alex some aspirin, and water.

JANITOR
From the sounds of your guy's 
snoring seemed like you both had a 
bit to drink.

ALEX
Yea we uh did, where is he?

JANITOR
I dunno left 20 minutes ago.

Alex lights up a cigarette

JANITOR (CONT’D)
You gonna make this a thing? I can 
leave ya a blanket up here.

ALEX
Hope not, but thanks.

JANITOR
Alright

Janitor starts to walks away

ALEX
Can I ask you a question?

JANITOR
Sure

ALEX
You got kids
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JANITOR
Yea, boy and a girl

ALEX
Would you ever leave em?

Janitor thinks for a bit. 

JANITOR
You know I heard once that children 
are the best thing that happens to 
men, I also know some men can be 
too dumb to see what's good for 
them

ALEX
Tell me about it

Janitor starts to walk off and turns to talk to Alex

JANITOR
I haven't seen my kids in 4 years, 
I would do anything to see them 
again.

Janitor leaves and Alex lights up another cigarette looking 
out on the school, seeing people get dropped off by parents. 
Brad comes back.

BRAD
I think we should go? I was peeing 
off the roof and didn't relize I 
was in front of the girls locker 
room. 

They get up and start climbing down

ALEX
Think Doug is up and call us out of 
class?

BRAD
I can probably bribe him, we have 
to get some breakfast burritos.

ALEX
Good do it, and make sure he gets 
the rest of the crew, we need a 
meeting.
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EXT. WAREHOUSE

Everyone meets in the warehouse, Alex and Brad are in the 
ring. Doug is sitting in the corner with a breakfast burrito, 
He looks like shit.

ALEX
Glad everyone is safe

BRAD
Anyone get in trouble?

DAMIEN
Nah we all made it out fine

DOUG
I lost my shirt there

ALEX
Yea we saw you, you lost all your 
clothes.

ALEX (CONT’D)
Look guys we only have 2 weeks 
before Christmas break, So I am 
proposing That on the weekend of 
the break we do a live show here! 

They all look at each other

BRAD
That means we can't hide anything 
with camera tricks we are going to 
have to do it all real. We will put 
together and practice a 1 hour 
show.

ALEX
And we will invite anyone who wants 
to go.

BRAD
Then we can reconvene after the 
break.

ALEX
What do you say? You in?

They all look and start to nod, Doug pukes in the corner.

DOUG
I'm in if we can start tomorrow
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ALEX
OK let's start figuring out matches 
and we will start practicing 
tomorrow.

INT. ALEX HOUSE - NIGHT

Alex walks up to his house, and walks in. He immediately goes 
to his room and gets in bed, he looks at the photo of his 
mom. 

INT. ALEX'S HOUSE

Alex wakes up in the morning and is going to sneak out of the 
house, As he gets to the door he see's a man on the couch 
reading a newspaper. Alex stops and stares at him, it is the 
guy from earlier that his mom was dating.

GUY
Hey Alex, how is everything going?

Alex stares at him, the guy feels the hostility.

GUY (CONT’D)
Your mom was scared because of all 
the police and everything so she 
called me up.

Alex shakes his head and walks out

GUY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
If you wanna talk I am here.

INT. SCHOOL - FAST MOTION MONTAGE SEQUENCE

Alex is walking through school not paying attention to 
anything that is happening, Smoking cigarettes. Not listening 
to anything. He finally hears the bell ring.

INT. JAIL

Alex walks in to the Jail and sits down, his dad comes to the 
window. Jay picks up the phone, Alex does as well.

JAY
I'm sorry

ALEX
Don't worry it's not your fault

JAY
Yes it is
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ALEX
No it is my dumb fake mom.

JAY
What? I messed up I should not have 
gone there

ALEX
What now you are gonna stick up for 
her too?

JAY
No, I mean yes She is a good mother 
to you, better then me or your real 
mom.

Jay realizes what he has said, he looks at Alex who seems 
pissed at him.

JAY (CONT’D)
Look Alex, I am sorry, I just meant

ALEX
Yea you just meant my real Mom was 
a piece of shit like you! I am just 
surrounded by pieces of shit

JAY
Alex calm down

ALEX
Don't tell me to calm down, 
everyone is telling me to calm 
down, well you know what fuck 
everyone. I just came here to ask 
if you get out on bail, I wanted 
you to come see my show.

He hangs up the phone, turns to leave then turns back and 
picks up the phone.

ALEX (CONT’D)
I am a GOOD thing for you! A GOOD 
FUCKING THING!

He slams the phone down and leaves.

INT. EDITING SUITE - NIGHT

Brad, Doug, and Eric are in the suite editing a commercial 
for the live event that they are going to have. 
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DOUG
Just put a few frames of a nipple 
in it

BRAD
No, now way, I don't wanna get in 
trouble

DOUG
It will be a few frames the old 
people wont see it but us kids will 
love it.

Alex walks in

BRAD
Thank god, Tell Doug he can't put 
nipple frames in the commercial

ALEX
Whatever , is it done

They all look at him

ERIC
It can be

ALEX
Good I need to get it off to 
Steven.

Brad nods to Eric who starts to dump it to tape, Brad looks 
at Alex who seems to have the biggest bags under his eyes 
possible.

BRAD
Hey man don't worry I'll take it to 
him, go get some sleep. If you want 
you can stay at my place.

ALEX
No it's fine I'll go home

Alex takes off out the door.

INT. LIVID HALLWAY

Eric, Doug, and Brad are leaving

DOUG
Man what's up with Alex?
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BRAD
He is having a tough time with 
family shit

DOUG
Man well he better get it together, 
I'm not stepping into the ring with 
that timebomb.

They leave out the door. Alex pops his head from around the 
corner, he has stayed in the livid office to stay there.

INT. LIVID DRESSING ROOM - NIGHT

Alex is sitting in the dressing room looking at his photo and 
the file that his mom left out for him, He is trying to 
remember his mom in his head, He can't He eventually falls 
asleep in the corner.

INT. LIVID DRESSING ROOM - MORNING

Alex wakes up and sees naked women everywhere in the room, He 
immediately grabs his paperwork and puts it in his backpack, 
He tries to sneak out but a girl see's him and screams, He is 
running out of the building, As he gets close some security 
guards catch him.

EXT. LIVID ENTERTAINMENT

Alex is waiting outside the building with the security 
guards, He looks sad and pissed. Alex's Mom drives up and 
gets out of her car. 

CHARLENE
Sorry about this

SECURITY GUARD
I guess he wanted to see some girls

CHARLENE
Thank you for not calling the cops. 

SECURITY GUARD
No problem if he does it again we 
will have to

CHARLENE
Of course

Alex walks to the car and gets in. Charlene follows.
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INT. CHARLENE'S CAR

Alex is sitting in the back, They are driving in complete 
silence, She drives for a bit.

CHARLENE
So want to tell me what you were 
doing in there?

ALEX
Seeing my girlfriend, what's it to 
you?

CHARLENE
OK look if you don't want to talk 
to me you have to talk to somebody

ALEX
I was, Until you threw him in Jail.

She stops talking, They drive the rest of the way to school 
in silence.

EXT. SCHOOL

Alex walks up to the willow tree, Damien, Steven, Pete, and 
Brad are all kicking it. Alex walks in to the tree.

BRAD
Woa, Renegade.

ALEX
You heard?

BRAD
Eric told Doug, I told you, you 
could stay at my house.

ALEX
I think I may do that. 

Alex looks at everyone

ALEX (CONT’D)
So we ready to practice? Only got 3 
days till the event.

INT. WAREHOUSE - MONTAGE 

Everyone is getting ready to wrestle practicing moves, 
working on everything they need to. Few shots of them at 
school doodling wrestlers. Alex is staying at Brad house. 
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He is walking through school and Amanda is looking at him and 
he is smiling back.

INT WAREHOUSE

It is the Day before the show and they are all getting ready 
chatting. Steven comes running around the corner.

STEVE
Guys we got a problem.

They all look at him. Steve pulls out the camera from behind 
is back, a tape is lodged inside and wont come out. Tape is 
spooling everywhere.

ALEX
Fuck man, How did that happen

Doug come from behind the corner

DOUG
My bad, The dumb tapes have to go 
in a certain way I guess.

ALEX
Shit can it be fixed?

STEVE
I don't think so, not in time for 
tomorrow.

BRAD
What's the play Alex? We need 
cameras?

ALEX
Doug? 

DOUG
No way! No, not happening, If we 
get caught

ALEX
Got any other ideas? You broke it 

DOUG
Fuck

EXT. LIVID ENTERTAINMENT

Doug, Brad and Alex roll up to the outside of livid, they are 
dressed in black and Doug has painted his face camo.
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DOUG
Alright there is roof entry on this 
side, so we gotta climb that pole.

ALEX
OK, think it will work?

DOUG
Yea you think this is the first 
time I have broken in?

Alex and Brad look at each other, they all start climbing the 
pole.

INT. ROOF OF LIVID ENTERTAINMENT

Alex, Doug and Brad are sneaking above the roof, looking in 
the skylights.

DOUG
The hatch is over here, come one.

Alex and Brad stop to look down into one of the skylights, 
they see the cameras.

BRAD
There they are

DOUG
Hey guys be careful about getting 
too close to the spotlights the 
roof is falling apart.

Right as Doug says that the roof make a lurching move

ALEX
Fuck

The roof gives way and Brad and Alex Fall into the building. 
They land on a mattress for porn shoots. An alarm starts 
sounding off.

INT. LIVID ROOM - NIGHT

BRAD
Holy fuck, 

He looks at what he has landed on

BRAD (CONT’D)
Ah gross man you know how much 
fucked up shit is on this.
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Alex tries standing up and his ankle has been hurt.

BRAD (CONT’D)
Can you walk on it?

ALEX
Yea let's just get the cameras I 
don't wanna get caught twice in 24 
hours here, Mom's gonna think I am 
addicted to porn.

They start to grab the cameras, there are 3 HD nice cameras 
in the room. Doug bursts in.

DOUG
What the fuck guys

BRAD
Shut up and help us out Alex hurt 
is ankle.

Doug grabs a camera

DOUG
So much for in and out, We got to 
have these back by tomorrow 
morning.

BRAD
Of course let's go. 

They reach the front of the building and there is already 
cops arriving at the building.

ALEX
Oh shit, What now.

Doug turns and runs the other way.

BRAD
I guess follow him.

Brad and alex follow Brad, they turn a corner into the 
warehouse of the Building. They have no clue where Doug went. 
They are looking for him, 

ALEX
Doug?

BRAD
Doug? God damn it he left us
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An engine starts up, a garage door starts to open, and 
headlights come on, a very pimped out golf cart rolls up on 
them.

DOUG
Hop in.

Alex and Brad hop in. Doug floors it out of the garage

EXT. STREETS

They are hauling in it, and Doug is not the best driver. A 
cop see's them and starts chasing them on foot. They easily 
outrun him.

DOUG
Fuck yea pig, you can't catch us. 

ALEX
YEAAAA, fuck yea we can't be 
stopped.

BRAD
Fuck guys, let's get back to the 
warehouse. 

Right as they say that the golf cart starts to die on power.

DOUG
Guess they didn't charge it last 
night.

BRAD
Well shit

EXT. STREETS

All three of them are pushing the golf cart down the street. 
It is taking them forever, by the time they get to the 
warehouse the sun is coming up, they put it in the Garage.

BRAD
Well I guess it could have gone 
worse. How is that ankle?

ALEX
Hurts like a mother

BRAD
Well go rest up, and I'll meet ya 
here around noon.
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DOUG
See ya asshole.

Doug and Alex take off, leaving Alex at the warehouse alone. 
When they leave, he pulls up his pants and checks his ankle 
it black and blue. He goes inside the warehouse to the ring.

INT. WAREHOUSE - RING

Alex steps into the ring. He lays on the ground and looks up 
at the ceiling. He closes his eyes and falls asleep.

POSSIBLE DREAM SEQUENCE

INT. WARHOUSE - AFTERNOON

The doors bust open, Doug and Brad run in and close the door. 
Alex gets up still a bit sleepy.

BRAD
They are after us

DOUG
I can't believe you left your 
wallet there

BRAD
I didn't mean too

DOUG
Fuck I am gonna get fired again

BRAD
Doug your retarded

ALEX
What time is it?

Brad and Doug are startled a bit, not knowing he was in the 
warehouse.

BRAD
It's like 4. Why?

ALEX
Deal with the cops later we gotta a 
match to put on. 

INT. WAREHOUSE - MONTAGE  

Damien, Steve, Melody, Pete, Doug, Brad, and Alex are all 
getting ready, putting on costumes, prepping the cameras. 
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People start coming in  to the warehouse, It is not a ton of 
people, but enough.

Alex is tapping up his ankle with duct tape brad come from 
behind

BRAD
You got a visitor

Amanda comes in

AMANDA
Oh my god it's him can I get an 
autograph?

ALEX
Shut up. How did things go down 
with your dad?

AMANDA
I'm here so he wasn't that pissed, 
I had to clean the house for the 
past few days but it was worth it.

Amanda smiles at him.

AMANDA (CONT’D)
Well I am gonna go get a seat.

Amanda turns to leave.

ALEX
Hey Amanda, I'm glad you came.

AMANDA
Me too

She takes off. Alex stands up and jumps on his foot seems to 
be holding OK.

ALEX
Let's do this.

INT. WAREHOUSE RING

A bunch of matches happen, we see everyone wrestles, We see 
entrances and exits. Pete does the frog splash off the top 
rope and crowd loves it. Mr. Holga is sitting in the 
audience. Alex is looking at the crowd, he see's his mom out 
there. Brad walks up behind him

BRAD
Still not here?
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ALEX
Nah, didn't really expect him to 
get out in time.

BRAD
Well you ready?

ALEX
Yea let's do this.

Alex is about to go out for his entrance as Lex Blazer, he 
looks over at Brad who is Brooklyn Kong.

ALEX (CONT’D)
Thanks 

BRAD
For what?

Alex looks at him

ALEX
For letting me win at Amanda's

BRAD
You owe me, let's do this.

INT. WAREHOUSE RING

Lex Blazer gets announced by Doug as the king, He comes out 
to cheers, his mom stands up and is clapping. Het gets in the 
ring, then Brad is announced, he comes into the ring to boo's 
as he is the villain. The belt gets hung from the rafters and 
ladders are in the ring.

As the match is about to begin the go to the center of the 
ring and shake hands, Alex turns around and brad come from 
behind and makes him hit his head on the turnbuckle. Pete is 
refing and tells Brad to go back to his corner, Alex gets up 
and they meet in the center and start to grapple. Brad flips 
Alex out into an Arm bar, Brad jumps grapples, his body into 
a floor arm lock. 

PETE
Everyone OK?

ALEX
Yea keep going.

Alec rolls over and turns the arm bar into a headlock. Then 
flips him up into a vertical supplex. 
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Brad is on the ground hurt, Alex grabs the latter ad sets it 
up, He climbs it and brad gets up and knocks him down, alex 
falls on his ankle and breaks it.

Alex is on the ground wincing in pain, Brad gets him into a 
sleeper hold, 

BRAD
Shit you done?

ALEX
Its broken, keep going.

BRAD
Just tap out it will be done, 

ALEX
No I can't, let's do this.

Alex elbows Brad which lets him go. They square up again but 
alex is hobbling on one foot. As they are squared up Brad 
points into corner, and there is his dad, Standing in the 
back. Alex smiles a bit. Charlene see's Alex look at his dad.

Brad runs up to alex and clothes lines, him. Brad picks him 
up and smashes his face the turnbuckle. Pete comes over to 
see if he is OK.

ALEX (CONT’D)
You got the blade?

PETE
Yea, you sure?

ALEX
Give it

Pete gives him the razor and he cuts his head, Alex is now 
bleeding. Doug runs in as The king and gives Alex a folded 
chair, Alex turns and hits Brad in the head, Brad is bleeding 
from his eyebrow now, both on the ground the 10 count has 
started.

PETE
1...2...3...4...5

Brad is trying to get up and Alex is as well. Both try to get 
to the Ladder, they finally make it there and start climbing 
and fighting each other. Alex kicks Brad off the ladder, Brad 
is on the ground, Alex looks at the crowd, everyone is 
cheering, his mom looks scared but sees everyone into it. She 
sorta claps, Jay is in the back watching.
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Alex puts his hands up and does a giant leg drop onto Brad, 
Alex slowly gets up hobbling on this foot and climbs the 
ladder. He gets to the top and grabs the belt. He did it, 
everyone is cheering. As he is up there he see's the cops 
come in and go to his father. Charlene gets up. Alex tries to 
run to them, brad helps him. 

EXT. WAREHOUSE

Cops are taking Jay out to the cop car in hand cuffs, 
Charlene is coming out to him as well as brad and alex.

ALEX
What are you doing?

He yells at Charlene

ALEX (CONT’D)
What did you do?

CHARLENE
I didn't do anything

ALEX
Just couldn't let him be, had to 
call the cops

CHARLENE
I didn't

Alex runs up to the car, the police scanner goes off the cop 
goes to the radio, Jay and Alex have a moment.

ALEX
Dad I'm sorry.

JAY
It's not her fault, I broke bail

ALEX
Why?

JAY
I know a good thing when I see it.

Cops come back from the car,

COP
IS there a brad and Doug here?

ALEX
Why?
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COP
We are supposed to take them in, 

Alex looks at Brad,

ALEX
Go

Brad and D

Doug take off running, The cop chases them down, One cop is 
left with Jay, Charlene, and Alex.

CHARLENE
Look as the one who originally is 
pressing charges, just let him go

COP
Sorry Ma'am I can't

CHARLENE
Then just give us a second

The Cop leaves Jay who is still in handcuffs. Alex hobbles up 
to him.

ALEX
Why did you come?

JAY
Wanted to see my son Wrestle

ALEX
Don't go

JAY
I have to son, now you need to 
understand that Charlene is your 
mom.

The Cop comes up to break them up, and take Jay away

ALEX
No stop

JAY
It's fine, I'll see ya later

Jay gets in the car and drives off. He smiles at Alex as he 
leaves. Only Alex and Charlene are left. Alex slowly turns 
around to look at Charlene. Alex starts to hobble over to 
her. He looks pissed. When he finally gets to her. 
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A tear runs down his face and he falls toward her, She 
catches him and hugs him. After a bit of silence Alex finally 
speaks.

ALEX
I love you mom

CHARLENE
I love you too. Son!

They both are embracing and crying. 

ALEX
I'll always love you

CHARLENE
Let's go get that ankle looked at 
huh? Gonna have to wrestle again 
soon.

They Smile at each other.

EXT. ALEX'S HOUSE

Alex, Brad, Doug, Pete, Steven, Amanda, Damine, Melody and 
Charlene are in the backyard barbecuing, and laughing. Alex 
is in a leg cast. 

BRAD
So you think they are going to call 
us on stage for wrestlmania?

DOUG
Fuck yea they saw how we wrestle. 
We are going to be the main event. 
God I can't wait for the Hot Tail 
awaiting me

Brad hits Doug in the head, points at Charlene

DOUG (CONT’D)
Sorry Alex's Mom, I mean you are 
hot too.

Brad hits him again. Everyone laughs

CHARLENE
Thanks Doug

ALEX
Let's just be happy they invited us 
to go Doug. 
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BRAD
I propose a toast

Everyone grabs a drink.

BRAD (CONT’D)
I know we have all been through 
some shit the past few months, but 
it's been fun as hell. Also to Alex 
for bring us all together.

They all cheers and sit back down. Alex is just enjoying 
everyone being together and he looks toward the house, Jay 
walks outside. Alex looks at Charlene, she smiles at him. 
Alex looks at Jay who smiles as well.
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